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Current Literature:

'Titles and Abstrc ts

Material appearing in this cowmn is thought to be of particula
interest to the Catholic physicia� because of its moral, religious, c
philosophic content. The medical i terature constitutes the primary bt
not the sole source of such materiul. In general. abstracts are intende
to reflect the substance of the oci:1inal article. Parenthetical editorit
comment may follow the abstract if considered desirable. Books a,
reviewed rather than summarized. Contributions and comments fro,
readers are invited.

(Legal

and

Socio-Economic

Division,

American Medical Association): Reap
praisal of eugenic sterilization Jaws,
/.A.M.A., 173:1245-1250, July 16,
1960. (Available in reprint form, to·
gether with bibliography, statutory ci

tations, and tables, on request from the

Legal and Soc.io-Economic Division,
American Medkal Association, 535 No.
Dearborn St., Chicago 10, Ill.)
After succinctly presenting the histori
cal background of eugenic sterilization
law, the noteworthy precedent of Buck v.
Bell is reviewed, followed by an analysis
of current statutes on the subject. The
"Conclusions" of the article are here pre
sented verbatim with the kind permission
of the publisher:
"Since sterilization is a drastic remedy
and generally a permanent infringement
of bodily integrity, those affected by laws
authorizing it are entitled to every rea
sonable precaution. Thus far they have
not been adequately protected. The ster
ilization of persons (a) without legal
authority, (b) before the constitutionality
of the laws is tested, (c) under unconsti
tutional laws, and ( d) with lack of repre
sentation by counsel are all clear illustra
tions of this disregard of rights.
The fact that scientific opinion differs
as to the value of sterilization certainly
indicates that the merits of this type of
legislation should be re-evaluated. Since
court decisions have assumed that the
conditions included in sterilization statutes
are hereditary. the constitutionality of
such statutes is questionable ii scientific
opinion is divided concerning the effec
tiveness of this procedure. A study of
sterilization statistics indicates that its use
ts steadily decreasing. However, it is not
known whether this stems from doubts
concerning the coostitutionality of the
laws, public reaction. or a change in
medical opinion.
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In recent years, it has been q,
whether sterilization is constitutic
if scientific studies could demon
effectiveness in reducing mental ,
In fact, it has bten suggested th
near future 'three generations of
may no lunger be the prediction
where it is, ir may no longer be
and that 'Buck v. Bell may in
serve as a mon�ment only to th,
not the wisdom of l'v'-. Justice I-•

,tioned
11 even
ate its
1bility.
in the
Jeciles
d even
nough'
�e end
wit but
Imes.'"

)r. Per·
vledical
fospital
" York,
treats of a rea.irring problem ,, medical ethics.

The following trilogy, written b }
rin H. Long, Chief of the
Services at Kings County
Medical Center, Brooklyn, N,

Long, P. H.: On the quantity : ,d qual:

ity of life; I. Fruitless longev, y, Resi

dent Physician, 6:69-70, April, 1960.
The medical profession has m,de great
strides over the past y:ears in pr ,longing
the life of people. But what are the
"side" effects of this increasing obility to
preserve life?
Many patients will tax the ,kill and
energies of physicians, nurses a11d aides
only t o emerge from a coma into a "pain ·
ful. hopeless existence, which wirl event·
ually be climaxed by a fatal hen,orrhage ,
or by a coma and death." How many
more desperate cases will be sa,·ed from
an early death from infection by the
"miracle" drugs?
"Are we failing because, as was writ·
ten in the British Medical Journal, we
have forgotten that 'a part of the morale
of the sickroom in which a patient hes
dying resides surely in the general behel
that the good doctor will distinguish be·
tween the prolongation of life and thf
unn�cessary prolongation of the fact 0
dying?'··
LtNACRE QU'\RTERLY

Long, P. H.: On the quantity and quality
Evil must be avoided "at all costs" but
of life; II. Moral, religious, national,
there are . . proportionate limits to the
duty of doing good" so that there is
and legal responsibilities of physicians
no strict obligation to go to inordinate
in the care of the incurably ill or the
dying, Resident Physician, 6:53-61,
lengths to do good. Hence, excessive in
convenience as far as expense, pain and
May, 1960.
other hardships would make the means of
The moral, religious and legal aspects
preserving life extraordinary. If either
of medical care for the dying or hope
relative convenience or the reasonable
th1.:
lH.sly ill must be explored before reach
hope of benefit are lacking. the means are
Ing any possible conclusions regarding
extraordinary and not obligatory.
!his problem confronting medicine.
The phrase in the Hippocratic Oath
The medical team must do what the
!hat binds the physician not to administer
patient is obliged to do, what the patient
·a deadly drug' has several historical
reasonably wants and what the recog•
interpretations. One is to direct an attack
nized standards of the medical profession
require. "When the patient cannot make
against euthanasia that was an everyday
1tality at the time the Oath was being
the decision because of his condition, the
formulated; another refers to murder by
family's desires must
.. prevail, as they
poison which was also common at the
represent the patient; otherwise, the phy
.
time. Plato was of the opinion that in
sician should . try to make a prudent
valids should not be kept alive, not be
estimate of what the patient would rea
cause of any consideration for the suffer
sonably want if he could be asked. II
ing of the person but because of the social
means are lacking to do this, then the
ud economic burden arising from inva
physician should apply the Golden Rule:
ltdism. J. Fletcher maintains that the
what would the doctor himself want if he
Htbrew of the Fifth Commandment
were in the patient's condition."
"clearly means unlawful killing, treach
There are two different professional
aousl y, for private vendetta or for gain."
standards that influence the doctor and
The Catholic position is that supreme
his decisions. Some medical men take the
aiotrol of life rests in the hands of God
stand that "no matter how hopeless the
situation, any and all means should be
alone; man on his own authority may not
dirtctly kill an innocent person. In his
used to prolong life until its last flicker."
lrtatment of euthanasia, Father Joseph V.
This approach precludes any question of
Sullivan invokes the "wedge principle," euthanasia, defeatism and qualms of con
llfaning that "an act which if raised to
science. There are others who "try to
a general line of conduct would injure
effect a cure as Jong as there is any rea
humanity, is wrong· even in the individual
sonable hope of doing so; they try to
preserve life as long as the patient him
�-" This "wedge principle" denies
tbt possibility of considering the indi self can reap any tangible benefits from
the prolongations. They think there is a
vidual circumstances in applying rules."
point when such efforts become futile ges
Directive 22 of the Ethical and Reli
tures; and they believe at this point the
Qiou, Directives for Catholic Hospitals
sole duty of the doctor is to see that the
llations that "the failure to supply ordi
patient gets good nursing care and that
nary means of life, is equivalent to eutha
pain is alleviated."
his
tlaaia.'' This brings up the distinction be
hlttn ordinary and extraordinary means
Both standards are in accord with
• preserving life. Father Gerald Kell y,
Catholic moral te aching .
s J. (Medico-Moral Problems, Ch. 17,
.
Protestant thought and discussion on
�lie Hospital Assa.. St. Louis, Mo.)
the problem has been relatively limited .
.-.s the emphasis on those medicines,
There are no pronouncements other than
lltalments, etc. which ..offer reasonable · that of the Archbishop of Canterbury in
liope of benefit" for the patient and which
1936 who admitted that ..cases arise in
CID be obtained and used without .. ex
which some means of shortening life may
inconvenience."
or
pain
expense,
ve
�
be justified. But this determination should
ise the means would be extraoroe adverted to the medical profession."
�
strictly forbid
Jewish medical ethics
.
active euthanasia but .Jewish law sanc
.l�.ther Kelly does not define "reason
tions and perhaps even demands, the
:'l.L but the dictionary considers it
synonymous with "fair" or withdrawal of any factor - whether ex
,·-..ly
lladerate." "It is obviously not 'good'
traneous to the patient himself or not aid certainly not 'poor' as far as prog
which may artificially delay his demise
llalla is concerned."
in the final phase."
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1 he agencies � our government have
made an about .,ce in policy during the
past few years relative to care of casual
ties of a nuclear attack. "The current
policy is to treat definitively the lightly
injured first and the surviving seriously
injured last, which means of course that
there would be few seriously injured sur
vivors after an attack. . . . The extra
ordinary fact is that this new policy ha·
been accepted by the medical professio:i
of this country without dissent or ever.
much discussion."
Long, P. H.: On the quantity and qualit)
of life; III. A discussion of the pro
longation of life in the incurably ill
and dying, Resident Physician, 6:51-5),
June, 1960.
Prolonged illness is very costly even
in the era of Blue Cross and other agen
cies. The American taxpayer seems re
luctant to be taxed to the degree needed
to support adequately the increasing num
ber of infirm people.
"Are we correct in expanding such a
large proportion of our medical resources
in trying to increase the quantity_ of life
at the expense of its quality?" The un
derstaffed trained personnel, nurses. prac
tical nurses and nurses' aides are spend
ing themselves in ""increasing the quantity
of life to the detriment of what might be
done in improving the quality of life for
other patients."
It is a difficult issue because of its
social. religious, ethical and political as
pects, but it is an issue that must be met.
Doctor Bordley admonishes, "I would
like to make the house staff realize that
they were not shirking their responsibili
ties if some of the time and energy which
they now feel compelled to spend in the
cause of fruitless longevity were to be
devoted to the factors which make it
possible for their doomed patients to live
in peace and comfort, and for their sur
viving patients to live more abundantly.""
(The author refers to John 10: 10 "'abundant. life'" in the qualitative sense.)
It is up to the medical profession to
reach an ethical and humane solution.
-J.J.H.
Similarly concerned with the problem of
the "quantity and quality of life" are

the following two items:
(Editorial): Patient, doctor, human life,
America, 103:16, July 16, 1960.
The time seems appropriate to empha
size the ever-important distinction be
tween ordinary and extraordinary means
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in the preservation of life. We ave a
lives
positive obligation to protect o
from injury, disease and the deb ties of
old age but "'what is the mini 1m re
quired standard of responsible
ward
ship for man when his life. which God"s
exclusive property, is threatened ,y any
of the many ills that assail ou mortal
frame?"
··ordinary"" means to preserve .ife that
we are bound to take are ""tho• · which
lie at hand and are in common m. among
doctors. . . . e.g., intravenous eeding,
blood transfusions or insulin L ections,
and also using oxygen tent and
grow
ing number of routine operat1 1s and
amputations: even major ones." Extra
ordinary·· means are not generall obliga
tory and they are ""those whi
entail
great hardship, suffering or ex1 1se be
adently
yond that which men would
consider proper for a serious urn taking.
according to the state of the ind foal in
extra
question. That too may be cal
ordinary which offers no solid ,ope of
success or utility:·
There is no easy way to ap y these
norms and "in particular cases, is often
difficult to impose a clear duty 01 •mploy
ing a speci6c means. Fortunate ;, when
life is at stake, the human inst .ct is lo
seek help over and above the h y mini
mum that morality rigorously c '!lands."
The physician must do not nly this
minimum but "whatever the pa· 1.�nt rea
sonably requests as well as wh, profes
sional standards require:· This •fusal to
yield to defeatism has made y, terday·s
extraordinary means of preser ing life
today·s commonplace.
- ).J.H.
="

Lauber, J. J.: Preserving life, (Corre·
spondence), America, Aug. 2(. 1960.

In his "'Letter to the Editor " 1 egarding
the editorial on "Patient. Doctor Human
Life," the writer mentions a dist; 1ction of
hierarchy in the examples given ;if ··ordi
nary" means to preserve life: int ·avenous
feeding. blood transfusions anJ insulin
injections. He stresses the relutive ex
pense, safety and ease of admi 1istering:
insulin can be cheaply and sa ely self
administered while blood transh sions are
expensive, inconvenient and rer1uire pro
fessional administration.
A further relative distinction is intro
duced concerning the persons v.,ho are to
receive these means of preserving life.
··Several blood transfusions would be an
ordinary means of prolonging J;fe if they
would cure a young man. but would be
extraordinary if they would give only a
LINACRE QUARTERLY

..
few days more life to a dying person .
Catholic physicians and good medical
practice in general should follow a ·· mid
dle course between the pagan theory of
euthanasia, that would allow a person
suffering from a hopeless ailment to be
put to death by some direct means. and
the theory that every possible means must
be used to keep a person alive, even
when death would be a relief, a theory
which is actually un-Christian for it ex
aggerates the importance of earthly life."
- J.J.H.
Larkin, V. R.: St. Thomas Aquinas on
the movement of the heart, /. History
Med. &: Allied Sciences, 15:22-30, Jan.,
1960.

(This is an annotated translation of
the letter De Motu Cordis, written by
Thomas Aquinas in approximately 1270
and addressed to a Master Philip, who
was possibly professor of medicine in
Bologna. In it are discussed philosophic
theories regarding the origin and nature
of cardiac activity. The letter reveals in
addition a not unsophisticated concept of
the physiology of the heart.)
M.:Reavy, L. L: Plastic surgery for beau
ty's sake, Clergy Re,,iew, 44:553-555,

Sept., 1959.
What is the morality of surgery done
by plastic surgeons merely to ""improve''
the client"s looks?
Applying the · principles that govern
Dlutilation. Pius XII, in an address to the
Italian Society of Plastic Surgery in
1958, said that physical beauty is deserv
i ng of esteem and care. There is nothing
Intrinsically either good or bad in the
��ct, and consequently its morality will
uc.,end on circumstances, the Pope ex
plained. The principal conditions, how
ever, are that the intention must be right.
lbe general health cannot be exposed to
ri llt, and the motive must be reasonable
�--proportionate to the extraordinary
UMUilCter of the means adopted. - ).H.S.
THE SEPTEM BER 22nd issue of The
New England Journal of Medicine is
llllque in that the Trappists are the sub
�ts of two papers and an editorial. In
lead article ( McCullagh, E. P. and
i'.:wis
, Lena A.: A study of diet, blood
lPids and vascular disease in Trappist
ks,
New Eng. J. Med., 263:569-574.
tn
,:1. 22, 1960) it was concluded that, in
monks studied, diets that are low in
IBlnial fat and that are associated with
ltlattvely low serum cholesterol levels for
llany years "are not sufficient in them-

NOVEMBER,
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sei·.es to offset the advance of cardiovc.s
cular· degeneration and arterial hyperten
sion." The second paper (Ruegseg ger,
J.M. and Delery, Father Mark, O.C.S.O.,
M.D.: Trivalent poliomyelitis vaccine ad
ministered orally in a cloistered commu
nit v. New Eng. ]. Med.. 263:596-598.
Sept. 22. 1960) presents the results of a
controlled study of an oral poliomyelitis
•. 1ccine in I 23 Trappist monks at St.
oseph"s Abbey, Spencer, Mass. The
editorial. ··Monks fret not ... " (pp. 611612)). prompted by the brace of articles
m�ntioned, discusses monastic medicine
p 1st and present.
Huftier, M.: Quelle conduite tenir lorsqu'il
s'agit de la communion a des malades
sujets aux vomissements?, L'Ami Du
Clerge, 69:531, September 3, 1959.
If the sick person is subject to frequent
vomiting. communion should not be given
when there is serious danger of vomiting
the host. The doctor should be consulted
to determine how serious the danger is.
Communion, if given, should be with a
small piece of the host.
- J.L.B.
Walters, W., Ramsdell, J. A., and J o h n
son, C. E.: Thirty-four pregnancies
after repair of stricture of bile duct,
/ .A.M.A., 174:26-28, Sept. 3, 1960.
There has existed an unsubstantiated
impression that pregnanc)' was contra-
indicated after repair of biliary stricture.
The reasons have included possible re
currence of hepatitis, malfunction of the
biliary or biliary-intestinal anastomosis,
trauma during labor, and pressure from
the enlarging uterus. In order to evaluate
the matter fully, a study was conducted
based upon 34 pregnancies in 24 patients
who had undergone one or more surgical
procedures for bile duct repair. In gen
eral. pregnancy did not appear to exert
an adverse effect, nor was the pregnancy
itself jeopardized by the previous biliary
surgery. Therapeutic abortion (2 of 3 4
pregnancies) was done for maternal indi
cation only.
Editorial Comment: Boxing, Lancet, 1:
1185-1186, May, 1959.
The medical aspects of boxing throw a
heavy responsibility on the profession.
Most of the boxing hazards are cerebral.
If boxing causes fatal cerebral damage in
a few contestants, the natural conclusion
is that it causes material damage in many
more, for death is a pretty rough measure
of cerebral damage.
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'I he medical , 1se against boxing is
now so stronq ·, it doctors have a clear
duty to fight for its total abolition. Boards
of control can and do reduce the toll, but
they cannot alter the fact that the mair,
object is to put out of action the most
important and vulnerable organ in the
body. Individual doctors must help b;
warning boxers of the dangers of delayed
- P.G
brain injury.
Cavanagh, J. R.: The psychological effect
of birth prevention, Marriage, 42:7-12.
September, 1960.

Those carried away with the overpopu·
lation problems often overlook the psy
chological effects raised by their proposed
solution of contraception. Frustration and
guilt are the natural consequences of
those who designedly thwart the repro
ductive nature of the marriage act.
The over-reaction to the statement of
the traditional position of the Catholic
Church on artificial birth control can be
psychologically analyzed as either an at
tempt to bolster a weak position or an
emotional reaction to repressed feelings
of guilt. Hamlet's words ring true again.
"The lady doth protest too much."
A man and woman beginning marriaqe
enter a state in which the child natura1ly
(by nature) is the primary result. Sec
ondary purposes, whatever they may be.
cannot chanqe this creative arrangement.
Any frustration of the natural (even un
conscious) longing and ambition to have
a child often brings with it harmful psy
chological effects. "Only motives of a
hiqh order can ever lead to satisfactory
repression or sublimation of this desire;
e.g., celibacy in the religious life."
"True mating calls upon the total per
sonality, the mind, will and feelings. It is
the occasion for experiencing a true har
mony of instincts and aspirations. Any
thing which separates the procreative
element from the pleasure element in the
sex act and makes sex pleasure an end in
itself destroys the 'oneness' and the ·we·
of marriage.'"
Following this deviation of the natural
order comes the tampering with one's
moral values by rationalizing - a "de
fense mechanism. developed to quiet the
inner unrest. the feelings generated by
frustrating the need to procreate."
Contraceptives of a mechanical nature
effectively destroy the spontaniety of in
tercourse and cause some degree of aver
sion for the act. ( Moreover, to a certain
extent, the same can be said for periodic
continence.)
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Where only one spouse wishe
birth control. the frustration t
wards hostility - "Quarrels, s,
and attempted deceptions. If this
is repressed, it is likely to lead tc
of depression. accompanied by s
of chronic fatigue, insomnia, loss
tite and ambition, and loss of se
sire," leading eventua1ly to a
psychic wounds, marital unhapp1
vorce, broken homes and deserted
Planning a child should not b,
as another itern on a shopping Ii
furniture, T.V.. child, etc. The
with a child conceived "by ace
that his birth may be attended :
anxiety, tension and finally the
of being unwanted.
"In summary, then, it may
that the use of any method of I:
trol or limitation can lead to fr
Frustration leads to hostility wl
be directed against the partner o
the self. If it is directed against
it leads to decression and its nat
sequences. These reactions lead
ings of guilt. even though no act
is present. Such feelings of 111
··,eca use of at least an unconscim
nition that one has interfered
natural act, thereby making sex
an end in itself. Feelings of g·
in themselves provoke mechanisn
fense which bring about further
repercussions."

to use
ns to
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eelings
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ranked
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!ficulty
ent" is
· great
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therapeutic abortion done because of ma
rrrnal rubella. A third paper (Ashe, J.
R., Jr. and Arey, J. V.: Rubella in preg
nancy, Nortft Carolina Med. f., 20:457,
1959) confirms the first 12 weeks of preg
nancy - the period of organogenesis as the most critical time for the develop
ment of fetal abnormalities. The risk of
�tal damage as the result of maternal
rubella is estimated at 19 per cent during
the first trimester and 10 per cent during
the second trimester. Turning to another
virus, that of Asian in8uenza. the study
of Pleydell (Brit. Med. f., Jan. 30, 1960)
suggests that there might be an associa
tion between this disease in pregnancy
and the development of fetal anomalies.

e said
h con
ration.
·h may
1gainst
1e self.
al con
o feel
.11 guilt
t arise
recog�
with a
leasure
It may
of de
;,svchic
- J.J.H.

Curran, William J.: "A problem of con

THE TERATOGENIC EFF :CT of
virus diseases occurring durin� p1 gna ncy
continues to receive considerab! atten�
tion. In a prospective study bas d upon
22 cases of rubella during pr gnancy
(Mullins, J. H., Farris, J. A., an, Atkin·
son, J. C.: Fetal damage from rubella
during pregnancy, Obstet. & Gy,,ec., 15:
320-321, March, 1960) the writ, rs con
clude that serious fetal damage m, y result
from rubella when contracted du ·ing the
first 8 weeks of pregnancy and th'1t thera
peutic abortion is therefore indic"ted un·
der these circumstances. "Serious fetal
anomalies, stillborns, or abortions resulte d
in 77 per cent of patients having rubell �
during the first 8 weeks of preqnancy .
( Apart from the fact that stilloirth or
spontaneous abortion is an impr,iba bl.e
indication for therapeutic abortion. it
should be noted that, of the 13 anomalies
encountered. only one - anencephaly is not a t least potentially amenable to
modern therapv.) In another communica·
tion Gray, J. E. (Rubella in pregnancy,
Brit. Med. f., 1:1388, May 7, 1960)
describes the fetal lesions in 6 cases of
LINACRE QUARTERLY

sent: Kidney transplantation in minors,

New York Uni,,ersity Law Re,,iew, 5:

ldt pending some quite pertinent q, "·"
tions:
I What is or what should be the
function of psychiatry in reaching certam
ch ii decisions?
2 \\/hat significance should be given
to the court requirement of the consent
not only of the parents but of the twins
dS well?
3. What would be the force of psy
··hological disturbances in twins below
the age of reason?
1. What would be the efficaciousness
ol parental consent in twins capable of
understanding the situation?
As the above discussions indicate, there
.1re many areas of obscurity yet to be
"·orked out. In the face of growing medi
cal achievement in this field, we might
have been more satisfied had the courts
met the problem more directly. - J.O'L.

891-898, May, 1959.
The therapeutic value involved in the
Collins, V. J.: Fatalities in anesthesia and
transfer of tissue from one human being
surgery; fundamental considerations,
to another (homografting) has been so
,T.A.M.A., 172:549-555, Feb. 6, 1960.
ptrfected by medical science that it is
Cardiac arrest, or preferably "cardionow a widely accepted medical practice.
circulatory collapse," is an important
This success in homografting, however,
cause
of operating room deaths. It is
la limited to a particular type of human
tissue called structural tissue. Similar sue iatrogenic, and thus distinguished from
that collapse occurring in purely medical
cw has not been achieved in the transfer
situations. such as sudden coronary occlu
of or 9ans of the body (lungs, kidneys, or
sion
taking place on the street. Thora
heart) except in grafts between identical
twins. In cases in which the operation cotomy for cardiac massagr in the latter
circumstance is not indicated. Apart from
has been attempted with identical twins
medical aspects. there are moral consider
of minor status. the hospitals were con
ations of importance. "No physician Is
cerned with the problem of consent; and
obligated to institute extraordinary meas
to protect themselves against a "battery"
ures to save life. especially under impos
charge appealed to the courts for a decla
sible circumstances." This position was
ration. In most cases of minors. parental
clearly indicated by Pope Pius XII in his
consent dictates medical treatment. How
discourse to the international congress of
ever, in such cases the treatment is al
anesthetists in Rome on Nov. 24. 1957.
aY• . potentially b enellcial to the child.
,
w
in this case the minor
will suffer a loss
tbat could be highly detrimental to him
Ford, John C. (S.J.): Chemical comfort
( or her) in the future.
and Christian virtue, American Eccle
In three almost identical cases the Su
siastical ReYiew, 141 :361-378, Decem
�me Judicial Court of Massachusetts
ber, 1959.
�ered on separate occasions the fol
How are Christian morality and per
uwmg significant opinion:
fection related to the use of chemical
On the testimony of the psychiatrist
comforters which are easily available and
lliat a grave emotional disturbance affect
widely used, such as caffeine, nicotine,
lag his physical well-being may be visited
barbiturates, sleeping pills. etc.? This
Clll the healthy donor should the transfer
treatment excludes the consideration of
ef the healthy organ not be made to his
alcohol and those more dangerous drugs.
ldtotical twin, the hospital and surgeons
such as morphine, opium, heroin, etc.
1t t licensed on the consent of the parents
All analgesics remind us of the question
111d both twins to proceed with the operaraised by Pius XII as to the compati
bility of pain-killers with the Christian
incidents
doctrine of suffering. Relying on our
raised or
Lord's refusal of wine mixed with gall to
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alleviate His su1 lings, some object that
_
narcotics and sedatives are out of JOtnt
with perfection and Christian heroism.
The direct effect of these comforts is
to kill pain, relieve tension, escape fa
tigue, restore energy, cause sense pleas
ure, and even induce euphoria. These
effects can be sought directly and are not
sheer, superfluous self-indulgence. The}
are not shady practices for the follower,
of Christ. They can well be necessary
or useful, and entirely subordinate to
one's last end, even when they appear to
be ob so/am volupfatem.
The problem is to discover the medium
virfutis, which may be called by the
newly coined name pharmacosophrosyne.
Since individual capacity and reaction are
so disparate, it is impossible to give gen
eral quantitative norms. Each person
must find the medium virfut,s by usmg
good common drug�sense. the sweet rea
sonableness of Christian virtue or hero
ism. This reasonableness considers all
the circumstances, such as standards of
environment, the college or family or
seminary rules, good manners, minor ad
dictions, danger to health, etc. Tobacco.
for example, has been subjected to criti
cism from all these circumstances. Yet
we cannot rule it out, not even because
of possible lung cancer, minor �ddictkm,
excessive expense, etc. There 1s no m
trinsic reason why mortification must sin
gle out chemical comforters rather than
_
etc.
desserts, dancing, shows, telev1s1on,
_
This virtue, which goes beyond obliga
tion, is compatible with Christian perfec
tion and heroism. Apart from all their
indispensable medical uses in hypnosis.
psychotherapy, and mental hospitals or
practical uses in avoidin� i1!1ped.1ments m
.
one's work or social uses 1n st1mulatmg
bonum amicitiae, chemical comforters
have a legitimate place in the scheme. of
things just as comforters. _ They provide
minor satisfactions for legitimate human
needs. Healthier satisfactions for these
needs are admitted as possible and desir
able by scientist and theologian alike,
especially when the comforter is addicting
- J. S.
or dangerous.
Lynch, W. A.: Philosophy and medicine,
Carney Hosp. fournal, Boston, 2:2-7,
June, 1960.

Modern medicine in many of its aspects
- research, nursing, hospital administra
tion teaching and clinical practice - has
tenrled to become depersonalized. That
the prime object of medicine is actually
the individual patient is often forgotten,
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and occasionally medical services
be looked upon as ends in the
"'There is one thing without \\
physician can ever be successful
est in the patient as a perso1
constant dedication to the patie
person and the proper respect fo
dignity will enable med1one I
proper progress. The patient is t
- the patient is the teacher. 1
privilege to be his students. !
can help us find the correct ans·

end to

selves.

1ch no
inter

Only
as a

human

make
, thing
is our
alone
�rs.

Bouie, Louis A.: The ethics of t� physi
cian, fournal Lancet, 79:295-2' l, July,
1959.
The serious nature of a charg of un
ethical conduct demands judicic ' manThe
agement and adequate apprais
principle of local autonomy must "para
mount and facts must be determ d at a
local level. The county medical sociation is to perform this function.
is the
It should be remembered that
responsibility of the accuser to u �rmine
that an unethical act has been cc milted.
The ethical physician will ob• :ve all
ethical principles because he real es that
they cannot be enforced by penal prisals
but must be binding in conscience -P.G.
Flint J. S.: Leukemia and pr, ,nancy,
R;cky Mountain Medical fou, al, 56:
59-62, August, 1959.

An illustrative case is summar �ed. re
cent literature discussed with re pect to
survival and management of the r ·egnanl
leukemic, and some speculative bserva·
tions made on the nature of the r 1acental
barrier.

In acute leukemia, maternal urvival
time has increased and fetal mort, lity has
considerably decreased in recen years
There is no evidence that the c, ,urse oi
leukemia is affected by pregnanc '· Leu
kemia is not an indication for < oort1?n·
and only in rare cases is cesarear section
indicated.
Recent experience indicates ths t, when
necessary, certain anti-leukemic therapy
can be carried out during pregna!-_CY w;i h
no apparent harm to the fetus. 1 he p_a·
centa is an ab�olut_e barrier to leukemc ,
and its mechanism 1s unknown. - J.R. ·
Zilboorg, Gregory: Psychoanalysis and re·
ligion, Pastoral Psychology, 10:41-48,
November, 1959.

The early history of the relati?nship
between religion and psychoanalysis
one of mutual antagonism. On one s,
were those psychoanalysts who felt that

wd!
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the acceptance of Freud's clinical findings
and techniques imposed upon them the
need to accept his philosophical excur
sions as well. On the other side there
were those who felt that the rejection of
Freud's erroneous psycho-philosophical
views on religion involved a rejection of
his strictly psychological findings as well.
A great deal of irrational prejudice was
manifested by both sides. Today, espe
cially in Europe, much is being done to
erase this conflict. There are now many
God-fearing Protestants and devout Cath
olics who are also Freudian psycho
analysts. These have not found it nec
tssary to follow Freud in his amateur
theology, or to adopt the errors discerni

ble in his psychology. Modern Catholic
lhought has been showing of late both a
great interest in, and a great understand
ing of, psychoanalysis and its positive
relation to religion. Unfortunately, this
trend toward mutual cooperation between
Catholic theologians and psychiatrists has
not yet been sufficiently established in
the United States. As a healing art, psy
choanalysis is by its very nature the
opposite of the enemy of mankind. As a
mass of factual data about human beings
and their behavior, it can serve both God
and man. Man's faith and man's need
lor moral values are not overthrown by
-R.B.M.
Scientific discoveries.
(The following article by Father Zim
merman was abstracted in a previous
iasue of THE LINACRE QUARTERLY, 26:
1�. August, 1959.. It is freshly abstracted
as a convenience to the reader, who may
W ish to compare it wit!i the article by
Pather McKernan which follows it.)
Zimmerman, Anthony (S.V.D.): The
Catholic viewpoint on overpopulation,
l'hat's New, 22-26, Spring, 1959.

A generalization sometimes made is
physical and biological sciences
�t. ,
_
�wen
can evaluate the potentials and
"chn.iques of production are generally
optimistic about the future balance be
hreen population and resources; whereas
!lit SOcial scientists who deal with politi
cal, SOcial, and psychological problems
lad to be pessimistic. In a word, those
IICquainted with natures bounty see no
rtal dilemma; those who deal with man's
Ille of nature shake their heads.
'l'be Catholic Church offers no sure
ptopbecy about the balance or imbalance
:'-en man's needs and his resources.
ia
Wi l confident that no world catastrophe
l result in man's practice of virtue.
-P.D.H.

McKernan, Louis (C.S.P.): Population in
a changing world, Catholic World, 190:
287-293, February, 1960.

The current situation is unique in world
history. Sudden, drastic reduction of
death rates in countries where fertility
l"utes are high has produced a rate of
natural increase in population unprece
dented in the history of the world. Con1 ··ary to what Father Anthony Zimmer
man, S.V.D., has suggested, the popula
tion growth will not "level off"' in fifty
or eighty years, but the rapid growth
will continue.
,.I'he major areas of concentration are
India, China, Mexico, the Caribbean,
Central and northern South America.
Several speculations and estimates are
made, based on current trends, with re
gard to each of these areas. The problem
is real, and due to the many factors in
volved, it is also complicated. For exam
ple, India and China together make up
one-half of the total yearly increase in
population. But it is likely that in both
countries fertility will drop and mortality
will rise in the not too distant future. If
this is so, it would change the present
trend of world population considerably.
Wes\ern Europe after the Industrial
Revolution experienced a decline in fer
tility due to contraceptive practices. Why
this was so, despite the opposition of the
Church, has not been thoroughly studied.
Today, with the prevalence of the idea
that many of the difficulties facing low
income countries are only aggravated by
rapid rates of population growth, the
trend universally will be toward limita
tion of births. This creates a pastoral
problem.
The Russian delegate to the United
National Economic Commission for Asia
and the Far East said that the answer to
the problem is the speedy defeat of the
economic backwardness of these coun
tries. But advocates of birth control say
that limiting the population increase must
be adopted before economic measures will
prove effective. They even go so far in
their materialistic approach as to bribe
both men and women to undergo steriliza
cion. But more important things are a t
stake today than mere material well
being. The spiritual element is ever pres
ent. Conditions must be provided in
which men can lead decent human lives
and save their souls, and the argument
against birth control does not rest on the
abundance of food or the lack of it.
Statistics are given about northern
South America pointing out that the pop-
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ulation boom t' e will cause a shortage
of priests, a : ·: of education, and an
increase of un ..nization. Each of these
factors may cause a great loss of souls
to the Church.
We sometimes think that a large famih
is the ideal. Is it? The primary end <'·
marriage is not just procreation, but als
their education. Again, contrary to wh.it
Father Zimmerman claims, it seems ti
use of rhythm can be permitted for soci
reasons. The obligation to procreate ult,
mately depends on the needs of the com
munity and the human species. Thu�.
Bishop Thomas J. Riley of 'Boston co,.
siders it legitimate to distribute informi\
tion about the rhythm system in under
developed countries with rapid population
growth.
Rhythm is not as difficult or inefficient
now as its critics imply, and thus could
be an effective remedy. Catholic scien
tists should work dili11ently to perfect
the rhythm system. Colle11es, university
administrators, and hospital officials must
give their support and theologians their
encouragement. This form of control will
be even more acceptable in India, where
it was already proposed by Gandhi, than
in the West, where we are opposed to
self-restraint. Many people are ignorant
of what the natural law is. They con
sider rhythm as unnatural, even though
they consider contraception to be quite
natural.
There are no pat answers. The dimen
sions of the problem are wide and deep.
Some people who ask about the Catholic
position on birth control are really asking
if Catholics care about the problems of
the underdeveloped countries. The Prot
estants have shown 11reat zeal in attack
ing this problem, even though at times
they are mis11uided. Catholics, thus far.
have not fully explored the virtues of
justice and charity. It will be a provi
dential effect if the controversy helps to
make Catholics aware that there is a real
problem.
- C.V.
McCormack, Arthur: Mr. Huxley and
overpopulation, Month, 22:84-91, Au
gust, 1959.
Mr. Aldous Huxley's recent book
Braue New World Revisited is a very
different work from Braue New World,
which he wrote twenty-seven years ago.
That was more in the nature of a fable
while this book is a more serious tract
for the times. Mr. Huxley regards as the
central problem of our time the vast in·
crease in population which he sees as
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almost impossible of solution. 1 s difficulties seem to fall under two 1 1dings:
space and food, with other ame ·ies.
In regard to space, he no lor •r pro
poses birth control as a cure-al for the
world's ills. Today he sees this a a prac
tical impossibility. He speaks c billions
of people fifty years hence a though
they were actual facts. These p1 iictions
of future population can be v Y erroneous. For example, his broth, Julian.
in 1950, predicted that in the ) Jr 2000
there would be 3,000 million p Jple on
earth, but now the estimate ( o y eight
years later) is 5,500 million. In 1is case
there is only a one per cent , · or, but
the result is a difference of billic s. This
type of error, of course, coulc happen
both ways; downwards as we as upwards.
today,
Looking at the problem as it
at are
besides many other examples
is the
given, perhaps that of Holla.
most striking. In this country r ;:,le live
and if
in comfort with regard to spa
the population of the entire w d were
to be put into the United States t would
only raise the population lev to the
present level of that of Hollan
With regard to food, Mr. H, ley is a
pessimist. He is greatly concen d about
capital
erosion of the soil and miner
being squandered, whereas the ood and
Agriculture Organization o f th United
States has just the opposite , ·w. To
use Holland again as an exampl . despite
its dense population, it is a loo export
ing country. If the available l nd were
used according to present know •dge, the
most outstanding agriculture e onomists
say that the world could suppor a popu
lation increase from ten to twe ty times
its present number.
Mr. Huxley has proposed tha our ag_e
is one of overpopulation, but as this artl·
de shows, it could be the age c f plenty.
We have the resources and "kr.;,w-ho w"
to bring about a complete rev, lution in
living standards throughout t� e under·
privileged world. If we fail in tl.is, it will
be due to poverty of the hun an spirit
and despair, which Mr. Huxley s h� !ping
to foster with his "lucid pessimis :
C.V.
Thomas, John L. (S.J.): The Catholic
position on population control, Dat·

dalus, 88:444-53, Summer, 1959. (Re·
printed in Catholic Mind, 58:4•1 1,
January-February, 1960.)
The formulation of any position related
to ethical issues necessarily implies a set
of · definite assumptions concerning the
L!NACRE QUARTE RLY

nature of the human agent and the requi

site qualities of right moral conduct. The

formulation of Catholic principles such
aa the "double effect" and "totality," and
the rejection of certain means. such as
sterilization, abortion, and birth control,
12nd to be based on principles derived
from both reason and faith, though Cath
olic thinkers have consistently vindicated
man's natural ability to discover the
b asic principles and norms requisite for
right moral conduct.
Catholic thinkers seek. roughly the
same human goals and must rely on the
same information as others in defining
their position on population control, and
thus the distinguishing traits in their ap
proach will . be found in the means they
judge to be ethically acceptable. Since
80me of the means held to be acceptable
by others are not held so by Catholics,
they must be rejected.
The Catholic position is based on cer

tain principles known from reason and

ttVelation, such as the purpose of mar
riage and its use. There is a need to
dlstinguish between the speculative, over
all problem of world Population us. world
ruources on the one hand, and specific,
practical populatio n-resource problems
existing in various countries on the other.
We must recognize that population prob
lems are not primarily economic, but
Qrtatly depend on soci'opsychological
processes. We must carefully distinguish
�tween educated guesses and known
facts. Abortion, · sterilization, and con
traception must be rejected as intrinsically
Immoral means. The use of a pill to
llreVent ovulaUon is immoral if used for
ccatraception or sterilization. It can be
llled licitly to correct certain abnormal
ccadltions.
What practical ·solutions to the present
JIOPu)ation problems do Catholic thinkers
PIOpose? In regard to the problem of
WOrld population vs. world resources. the
llllwers are highly speculative and we
appear to have sufficient resources in
tller gy and food to handle foreseeable
JIOpulation increases. Second, in under
developed countries there should be uni
lltnal education, social and economic
rriorms, capital i nvestment, marketing
111d trade reforms. Third, many pressures
CID be relieved by migration, trade, freer
access to needed raw materials, together
With financial and technical help. Lastly.
Piecemeal reforms such as birth control
ar e ineffective since they are not aimed
at changing traditional social and eco
llOa!Jc situations and will not prove acNOVEM BER,
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ceptnble until these situattons in und,•r
d" ·loped countries are changed. - C.\..
PERFECTLY TOPICAL AND perti
nen!. although not "current literature" in
he strict sense, are the following essays
I I John Henry Cardinal Newman, writ
t,•n over a century a90: "Christianity
a·:d Physical Science," 'Christianity and
�·:ientiAc Investigation," and "Christian,· and Medical Science." (From The
I lea of a Uniuersit11. Paper. 477 pp.
Garden City, New York: Image Books
'Doubleday), $1.35.)
.\DDITION AL SOURCES of interest
include the following:
'\X'iener, Norbert: On the technical devel

opment of automatization and some of
its moral conrequences (presented at
the annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of

Science, Chicago, Dec. 27, 1959).

McIntyre, C. A., Jr.: Faith healing,
J.A.M.A., adv. pp. 196 and 198, June
25, 1960.
Maurer, H. J.: Eugenic interruption of
pregnancy because of exposure to ioniz

ing radiation. Deutsche med. Wchnschr.,
84: 1336-1338, July 24, 1959.

Young, Richard K. and Meiburg, Albert
L.: Spirit11al Therapy: How the Physi,
cian, Psychiatrist and Minister Collabo
rate in Healing. Cloth. 184 pp. New
York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers,
1960. $3.50.
Mernguer, Pedro (S.J.): The Secret of
Dreams. Cloth. New Yerk: Catholic
Book Club, 1960. $4.75 ($2.98 to
members.)
(Editorial): Ec u m e n i c a l med ici n e ,
f.A.M.A., 173:376, May 28, 1960.
Gibbons, W. J. (S.J.) and Burch, T. K.:
World population and world f ood sup
ply, 10 pp. 10c. (A reprint of an
artciie in the 1960 National Catholic
Almanac, published by St. Anthony's
Guild, Paterson, N. J., and distributed
by Doubleday &: Co., Inc., Garden
City, N. Y.)

Letourneau, C. U.: Hospital ethics; How
can we stop payola in our hospitals?,
Hosp. Management, pp. 40, 41, 114,

May, 1960. (A discussion of the dete
rioration of business morals as occur
ring in hospitals, particularly in pur
chasing departments.)
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W,lliams, J. }
ey: A Doctor Look, at
,. 232 pp. London: AnMiracles. C
thony Blond Ltd., 1959. 16 s.
Trevett, R. F.: The Church and S,
(Volume 103 of the Twentieth Cent,
Encyclopedia of Catholicism, edited
Henri Daniel-Rops). Cloth. 124 I
Hawthorn, 1960. $2.95.
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